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Introduction 
This document aims to provide an overview of the benefits generated from measuring the customer 
journey as well as its effects on Return on Investment (ROI). It gathers the findings of prominent 
consultancy firms and business articles, along with the experience of stakeholders across sectors.  
 
 

Growth  Costs 

 

80% more likely to retain 
customers    

Reduce cost for client acquisition 

 

Higher success rate for 
cross-selling activity 

 
Reduce call-center volume 

 
Benefit from positive referrals 

 
Less Marketing spend to drive growth 

 
Less price sensitivity 

 
Fewer complaints 

 
McKinsey, 2017 

 

The Challenge 
To understand what customers value is not an easy task, this is why so many companies fail to improve 
their customer journey. Many companies have a disjointed customer-satisfaction process because they 
deliver customer experiences (CX) via separate functions (marketing, distribution, claims). These 
companies also suffer from using multiple sources to reflecting the voice of the customer including 
online reviews, call center, surveys, social media - most managed by different executives with different 
goals and metrics. Traditional market-research approaches are not able to deal with the aggregation of 
all these sources—it becomes lengthy to generate insights which don’t enable the constant step-by-step 
building of new experiences. 
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Although this structure may have its purposes, it overlooks the fact that the experience is often a single 
journey. It makes it impossible to connect dependencies between certain touch points and their effect 
on profitability. Too many companies measure customer satisfaction at a highly granular level, while they 
need a more holistic measurement system. In fact, many successful companies (Philips, Reckitt 
Benckiser, Estée Lauder) have developed a strategy with an integrated measurement model in which all 
CX metrics along touchpoints and journeys flow up to a top-line metric. 
 

Digital Help 
The advent of big data and advanced analytics has helped these businesses into a 
systematic capability to collect, aggregate, analyze, and act on feedback in an 
effective and complete system for measurement of the customer journey. 
Technology’s role in the enterprise is increasing. This does not mean, however, that 
the role of humans is decreasing. Engineers integrate hundreds or thousands of 
data sources that constantly evolve (e.g. facebook, twitter, webshops add new data 
that could help to drill down the data), analysts ensure an optimal accuracy level 
and designers make navigation of insights flexible, fast and easy to use. 
Working together, they are able to conclude what customers say about the 
experiences that satisfy them as well as the customer behavior that creates 
economic value.  

Customer Experience leads to Return on Investment 
 
ROI is an important topic when it comes to customer experience (CX). It identifies the profitability of CX 
projects and provides a quantitative foundation for CX efforts to compete for funding with other areas of 
the business. In situations where the costs of a project in CX is given, there are discrepancies on the 
valuation of gains.  
 
CX metrics can help companies make the link between good customer experience and ROI. Here is our 
opinion: 
 

1. Establish CX metrics 
The process begins by determining what you will use to measure customer experience. It could 
be a star rating or the Net Promoter Score (NPS). However, we believe it understates the 
specificity of the feedback. We suggest to set a number of aspects that represent the main 
features of the product/service. Similar to the NPS, consumer feedback will assign the score of a 
firm's customer relationships, but in this case it will do it for each aspect.  

2. Establish core CX metrics 
During an experimentation period, test the relevancy of the pre-set aspects. In other words, you 
should measure the impact of an aspect on the overall rating and pick the most relevant. 
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Let’s take for example a review of a popular taxi service. The driver’s lack of professionalism is 
highly relevant to overall satisfaction of this customer. The positives are not enough to avoid a 
2-stars rating. 

3. Establish business metrics 
What business or brand goals do you think your CX core metrics will influence? Will it make 
customers buy more, use lower cost channels, or try new products more frequently?  

4. Group customers based on their CX core metrics 
Group customers into three to five categories based on how they rated the most relevant 
aspects. This could may include: low probability of retention, high probability of retention, low 
probability of referral, high probability of referral.  

5. Calculate the value of changes in CX core metrics  
We can now conclude how valuable it is to move customers to higher levels of CX. For instance, 
the customers who rated an aspect the lowest score are worth €150/year at a 15% probability of 
retention, and those who provided the highest scores are worth €400/year at 40% probability of 
retention. For every 100 people that can be shifted from one group to another, we gain €25,000 
in the first year and retain 25 more customers in the following year. 

 

 
OIR = Cost of  Project

[(ARPU×HSp)−(ARPU×LSp)]− Cost of  Project  
 
Where:  
 
HSp = Higher Score Probability= Probability of retention by 3.5 to 4 star rating clients 
LSp = Lower Score Probability= Probability of retention by 2.5 to 3 star rating clients 
ARPU = Average revenue per user  

 
Want to know more?  
 
Check out what Wonderflow can do for your company 
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Revenue and Cost: some facts 

1  Across industries, successful projects for optimizing the customer experience typically
achieve revenue growth of 5 to 10 percent and cost reductions of 15 to 25 percent 
within two or three years. Moreover, companies offering an exceptional customer 
experience can exceed the gross margins of their competitors by more than 26 
percent.  
Customer experience: Creating value through transforming customer journeys (McKinsey, 2016) 

2  Data shows that these companies also significantly outperform their competitors, 
generating cumulative shareholder returns that are 35 percentage points higher than
the broader market.  
The 2015 customer experience ROI study (Watermark Consulting,  2015) 

3  In the last 8 years, CX Leaders outperformed the broader market, generating a total 
return that was 35 points higher than the S&P 500 Index.   
The 2015 customer experience ROI study (Watermark Consulting,  2015) 

4  In the transaction-based business (for example, how often the customer needs the 
type of goods and services that the company sells), customers who had the best past 
experiences spend 140% more compared to those who had the poorest past 
experience. 
The Value of Customer Experience, Quantified (Harvard Business Review, 2014) 

5  The results for the subscription-based business are equally impressive. A member 
who rates as having the poorest experience has only a 43% chance of remaining a 
member a year later. Compare this to a member who gives one of the top two 
experience scores — they would have a 74% chance of remaining a member for at 
least another year. 
The Value of Customer Experience, Quantified (Harvard Business Review, 2014)b 

6  In terms of future membership length based on the quality of experience, on average
a member who gives the lowest score will likely only remain a member for a little over
a year. Compare that to a member who gives the highest score — they are likely to 
remain a member for another six years.  
The Value of Customer Experience, Quantified (Harvard Business Review, 2014)c 

7  Airline Customer Experience Leaders outperformed the industry, generating a total 
return that was 70 points higher than the Dow Jones U.S. Airlines Market Index.  
The industry’s Customer Experience Laggards trailed far behind, posting a total return
that was 79 points lower than that of the broader U.S. Airline sector.  
Over the six-year period, the Airline Customer Experience Leaders generated a total 
return which was more than double that of the Laggards. 
 The 2017 customer experience ROI study for Airlines (Watermark Consulting, 2017) 
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